Introducing the world’s first Electronic Rolling Code Portable Padlock

AVAILABLE SUMMER 2015
Increased Security

- Digital codes eliminate the risk of stolen master keys, paper files and spreadsheets
- Hardened boron shackle and anti-shim deadlocking mechanism provide utmost physical security

Increased Convenience

- Automatic code generation provides seamless transition between clients
- Easily manage all locks and codes from your computer

The new Electronic Rolling Code Portable Padlock is the latest innovative locker management solution from Master Lock. Ideal for facilities with high client turnover, the lock features unlimited combinations to provide a unique code for each new user.

A client may use a lock for as long as needed: hours, days, months or years. Once they are finished using the lock, simply roll the code to provide a new combination to the next user. A supervisory code is also available for situations where you may need to open the lock.

The Electronic Rolling Code Portable Padlock will transform locker room management with unmatched security and convenience.

How it Works

- Each lock is pre-programmed with a unique sequence of codes
- Provide a client with a lock and its corresponding code
- When the lock is returned, roll the code forward to access the next combination
- The lock and new code is now ready to use and the previous code is invalid

Visit masterlock.com/rolling-code for more information